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This year at Rice closes out on a
curiously dour note.. It is hard these
days to escape the feeling that the events
of. the past two months have all but
wiped out the gains of the previous six.
The University has come as close to its
ever-sought, chimerical goal of "excellence" as it will ever come, and it is.
fast reverting—or being pushed—into a"
role far better suited to institutions of
lower-grade potential.
Potential, which Rice has had for some
time, is one requisite for a truly great
university. It has long been a gathering
place for good, exciting faculty and a
student body which is much better than
}t sometimes gives itself credit for. Rice
stands even now in a position to provide
a true and lasting contribution to its
students and faculty, the community and
society. It could provide this if it wished,
but the liklihood that the University will
undertake so monumental and so crucial
a task in its present circumstances is
tragically small. It is more concerned
with achievements which can be measured in terms of graduate schools entered, faculty salaries, grants received,
and size of endowment.
The watershed event, the event which
seemed to set off many of the year's
successes from most of its ignominious
failures and outright atrocities, was the
appointment in February of William

Masterson as president. Many of the
events which preceded the appointment
—the Student Senate's victorious fight
with the Houston School Board over
space for Rice tutors in Harper Elementary School, and its attendant publicity in the Houston newspapers; the formation of the Student Action Committee
and the formulation of the far-reaching,
ambitious, and long-needed SCOUR report; the celebration of a "Week of Life"
sponsored by the SAC in October; the
administrative reconsideration of a misapprehensive and potentially disastrous
student disciplinary policy; the formation
at Rice of an SDS chapter; the appearance of the word "fuck" twice within
the pages of the Thresher—no doubt all
helped create in the view of the Board
of Trustees those "troubled times"
through which Bill Masterson's hand
was to guide the tiller.
Events whose effects continue beyond
the tumult of the Masterson affair—
the beginnings of a would-be comprehensive evaluation of the undergraduate
experience at Rice; the creation and recreation of a faculty-student presidential
selection committee to advise the Board
in choosing a successor to Kenne&i
Pitzer; the creation of a committee to
stimulate minority applicants and admissions; the appointment of two young
and well-liked masters for Wiess and
Will Rice—will all be affected by the

events of the last ten days in February.
The Board has already l-efused outright ever to meet with the Committee
on Undergraduate Evaluation to deliver
the clearer definition of relative power
which CUE was directed to obtain by a
recent Student Association meeting. The
presidential selection committee has only
begun to pick up the pieces after the
exhausting struggle for its own honor
and existence.
The events and trends evident since
Masterson resigned— the "reevaluation
by the Board of Trustees of Rice's expected income, which resulted in a million-dollar, ten percent budget reduction;
the Board's demotion of William Gordon,
its dissolving of the administrative committee, and appointment of Frank Vandiver as acting president of the University; Vandiver's rejection on poorly reasoned and shabbily disguised political
grounds of Charlie Freeman's petition
for readmission, and the subordination
of the University committee structure to
presidential hegemony implicit in Vandiver's action; the proposal now before
the faculty to create an elected faculty
senate and to request two faculty positions on the Board of Governors; the attempt to create from scratch a graduate
students association; the resignation of
Paul Pfeiffer as ftDean of Students; the
virtual dismissal, with one year's notice,
of four of the Rice faculty members most

popular with the student body; the University's continuing refusal to accept the
St. Thomas Media Center, and with it
one of Rice's most stimulating and
popular ex-faculty members, Gerald 0'Grady, as part of the package in the
deal it made for the Art and Art History
Department at St. Thomas; Vandiver's
rejection, again on spurious grounds, of
an SDS request to hold a regional conference on campus; the growing scope
and power of the University's Development Office—are all a direct result of
the Board's appointment and the underlying conditions which produced it, or at
least were exacerbated by its having
happened.
The University is in serious trouble,
and it requires no great insight to realize it. Recent actions and current attitudes of Board, administration, faculty,
and students reveal a malaise f a r deeper
than can be explained as a "crisis in communication." It should by now be selfevident that the view of the University
adhered to by the Board of Trustees differs in principle from that now held
by most students and faculty, and that
even perfect communication among all
segments of the University would not
automatically resolve all differences to
everyone's satisfaction. As one faculty
member recently lamented, "No matter
where one turns, no matter what path
one takes, it always leads straight up
against a solid wall, manned by seven
men." As this year fades inexorably into
finals, that is the unenviable and potentially self-destructive posture in which
the University finds itself.
—drb

Unequal to the challenge

U.S. Vietnam record shows need for review of goals
By STEPHEN K. FOX
Contrary to the author's original expectations, the U.S. seems to be moving
toward a negotiated withdrawal from
Vietnam. Basic to the U.S. conception
of such a settlement is the hope that the
Army of the Republic of Vietnam can
assume the burden of the war against
the V.C. (which in turn assumes the
withdrawal of the North Vietnamese
Army) and the hope that the Saigon
regime can actually govern S.V.
In this last article, I would like to suggest that there is little that we can hope
to salvage in S.V. and that the goal of
our negotiations should not be toward
justifying our role there but toward establishing a new role for the U.S. in a
post-Vietnam world.
First, can we realistically expect the
A.R.V.N, to win the war on its own?
Our massive presence is proof that it
presently cannot, although we are told
that the best A.R.V.N. units "do not
lack spirit."
Worst division
Equal coverage should be given to the
worst. Col. Wm. Carson describes the
25th A.R.V.N. infantry division commanded by a Brigadier General Chinh.
By way of background, the Chief of
Staff of the A.R.V.N. (the only A.R.V.N.
general to have been wounded in combat
since 1954) has said that Chinh heads a
division that is not only the worst
A.R.V.N. division, but is "possibly the
worst division in ANY army." However
by actual A.R.V.N. standards, Brigadier
General Chinh does exceptionally well.
In an army where survivability is considered of prime importance, the 25th
A.R.V.N. Division has been very successful. For example, throughout all of
1966 the, 13,000-man 25th inflicted a
total of seventeen claimed enemy casualties. This feat of arms was accomplished
at a cost of seventy casualties to the
"fighting 25th"—fifty of them due to
truck and jeep accidents. Out of 100,000
operations, the A.R.V.N. 25th Division
managed to make contact with the enemy
less than 100 times.
Elusive
The 25th ARVN's area of responsibility is spread over Tay ninh, Hau Nghia,
and Long An provinces. Our intelligence
knows that the Central Office of S.V.,
which is the N.L.F.'s underground Pentagon, is located in Tay Ninh province. In
six years of "searching", it has never
been found."
All the measures of improvement in
the A.R.V.N. have a curiously hollow
ring. Although S.V. is now drafting men
from previously deferred positions, it has
done so by stripping its civil service of
badly needed personnel. Although the
number of contacts in battle with the
V.C. has increased, it has been in direct
proportic&i to the A.R.V.N.'s increase in
size. Although the desertion rate ha
stabilized at 1,300 a month, this is what
it was in 1965. And although the A.R.V.N. is indeed being retrained, it is being

retrained in the image of the U.S. Army
*to fight the kind of high mobility and
high firepower war that has proven its
futility for so long. Worse yet, from an
American standpoint, is that the new,
mechanized A.R.V.N. will be much too
expensive for Saigon's budget and that
the cost will therefore be paid for by the
U.S. (Newsweek, Dec. 2, 168).
All this, of course, after the N. Vietnamese have withdrawn their own troops.
Win and lose
Even if it were possible to win the
military half, this would not mean a
victory. It is perfectly possible for the
counterinsurgent to win a seemingly
complete military victory and still lose.
This is exactly what happened to the
French in Algeria.
In the final months of the Algerian
revolution, the rebel army had been decimated. Only one-third of its 15,000
survivors had weapons. In some areas of
Algeria the guerillas had buried their
automatic weapons for lack of ammunition, and were averaging two terrorist
incidents a day. The French Army had
won and was in the process of destroying the guerrilla's infrastructure before
it realized that Algeria could no longer
be governed by Frenchmen. The moral
isolation of the people was total. Even
if the French had remained, Algeria today would no more be pacified than is
Czechoslovakia.
Pacification
Second, what are the prospects of any
Saigon regime being able to govern in
the countryside? Our hopes for a political victory rest on the Rural Development pacification program. The 59 man
Rural Development teams that are responsible to a village are graduates of
a CIA-sponsored training camp at Vung
Tau. In hopes of stealing the revolution
from the N.L.F., the R.D. training program is carbon copy of that given to
V.C. cadres, down to the black pajamas
that are worn and the paraphrased N.L.F. textbooks that are used. If winning
the hearts and minds of the people were
a matter of producing well trained and
indoctrinated leadership, then the R.D.
program should do the trick.
But it does not. The NBC documentary
that the author saw on the R.D. program
devoted some time to the problems of
an R.D. cadre in his village. Although
the cadre had won the respect of the
villagers for his honesty and dedication,
he was unable to win them over to his
government's side. The consensus of the
village was that he did not represent a
cause they could believe in. He was a
good salesman, but he had nothing to
sell.
Peasant involvement?
This incident is typical of our strictly
managerial approach to counterinsurgency. Given enough school houses built,
or enough fertilizer, or enough R.D.
teams, or enough well-equipped S. Vietnamese in uniform and we must sooner
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With the guerrilla, things are exactly
the reverse. His revolution begins at the
bottom, with the mind of the peasant,
and builds from there. First the peasantry must become involved and only then
can the institutional structures which
we usually consider to be synonymous
with government be built. Only after the
peasant himself decides to participate
in a process that will affect his life in a
very personal and direct way can there
exist a revolution. From that moment
on, whatever economic, social, or political
policies the revolutionary leadership may
profer must be relevent must to the
peasants commitment and must be based
on his continuing involvement if the revolution is to succeed.
Best expectations

,

to wage war.
This conception of power became outdated when countering industrial organization with political organization occurred to Mao Tse Tung. Although developed in response to a case of classic
colonialism by Japan, Mao's strategy of
guerrilla war has proven equally applicable against the sort of Cold War
ideological imperialism of the sort waged
by the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. The nations
of the third world will live under political systems of their own choosing; the
era of black or white pawns is finished.
A viable program
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If the U.S. is to retain its influence
in the Third World then it must learn
to give its backing to governments, not
on the basis of paper constitutions or
rigged elections, or even according to
membership in obsolete Cold War alliances, but on their commitment to the
struggle against mankind's real enemies—poverty, ignorance, hunger, overpopulation, and disease.
The ecological pressures facing most
underdeveloped countries are f a r too
serious and immediate for us to insist
that their evolution be modeled neatly
and bloodlessly on our own. Egbal
Ahmad considers this in his article "How
We Look to the Third World" (The Nation, March 3rd, 1969):
"At the very least and without envisaging a revolution in America, one
has the right to expect Americans to
understand that the underdeveloped countries are undergoing a triple revolution
—social, economic, and political—in telescoped time, and under the multiple pressures of colonial heritage and growing
population. We citizens of these countries hope to avoid excessive civil conflicts or regressions into the colonial,
racist, Fascist, or Stalinist aberrations
that attended the phased modernization
of Western countries—even though they
enjoyed the luxuries of time, superior
psychological, economic, and cultural resources, plus the opportunity of relegating to the colonies and the expanding
frontier the tensions and ambitions produced by technology and social change.
But we shall inevitably experience conflicts and disorders in the process of
formulating our values and reconstructing our societies. The interest of the
U.S. does not lie in influencing the outcome of such conflicts, but in preventing
their enlargement into international wars
and in reducing the extent of the destruction.

I submit that a process which involves
the greatest number of the people in
making the decisions that affect their
lives deserves to be called democratic.
A t . the same time, I submit that the
N.L.F. is the only democratic government in S.V. and that it cannot be outgoverned by any Saigon regime.
Negotiations do not create new power
relationships; they merely ratify those
relationships that already exist. It is
useless to expect major concessions from
the N.L.F. or Hanoi. All they have to do
is to hold out until 1972 and they will
get whatever they want. The best that
Hunting and dumping
we can expect is a Communist dominated
"Second, the U.S. might redefine its
coalition that will hold together just long •
goals just enough to permit an operative
enough for us to pull out.
admission that the world, particularly
the parts inhabited by the dispossessed
War ability
and the poor, is not a hunting ground
A U.S. withdrawal will mark the end for American business nor, more imof what Arthur Schlesinger has called portantly, a dumping place for its surthe Age of Superpowers (Harpers, plus weapons. Third, one could reasonMarch 1969) and our role as The Number ably expect contemporary Americans to
One. Since the industrial revolution, understand that, just as it proved unsafe
power in international relations has been to have Harlem and Watts in their midst,
based on the ability of a highly in- the poor and oppressed in a shrinking
dustrialized nation to beat a less in- world will eventually make it an unsafe
dustrialized nation in a war. The success place to live. It is, therefore, a good inof European imperialism and our own vestment to spend some money on, so
post-WW II economic-military-political, to say, waterpower instead of firepower."
and, of course, moral superiority to
Refugees and victims
everyone else was based on the ability
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Editor
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Acting Editor
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or later win the war. Victory then becomes a matter of creatine the necessary administrative "structures" and issuing the right directives until the statistical feedback of our programs indicate success. This is a concept of government that functions from the top on
down in the faith that somewhere at
the bottom of the bureaucratic process
there exists a peasant who is so impressed by the decisions that have been
made for him that he might actually
be f i l i n g to become "involved."

If Vietnam is any indication, the U.S.
is unequal to this challenge. In the name
of God knows what, we will leave behind
one million Vietnamese dead, both civilian and military, yet we find the charge
of genocide incomprehensible. Estimates
of the number of civilian wounded run
between 1.25 million to 2.6 million, out of
a total of 15 million. The really gross
thing is that no one seems to know what
this last figure really is.
We leave behind 3 million refugees,
many of them deliberately relocated.
When the Germans did this it was called
deportation. The torture and killing of
P.O.W.s and the killing of women and
children have" become an accepted practice by American personnel. Did we commit atrocities in other wars as well?
Our military points with satisfaction to
a whole new system of slaughter developed in a perfect laboratory for counterinsurgency techniques, as if the Vietnamese were guinea pigs.

,

^
Most people in the U.S. seem to realize this. This will become even more apparent in the Senate's autopsy of our
foreign policy that is almost certain to
follow our withdrawal from S.V. What
is less apparent, and even more important, is that guerrilla war can be a
drastic and highly effective means of
Any American will tell you that this
social reform. The guerrilla wins by
is not a racist war. Somehow this counfinding a viable program for change try has managed to fight the most brutal
on the economic and social, as well as , war since the Wehrmacht left its scar#the purely political level. If this involves on the peoples and cultures of Eastern
using violence to overthrow a 2% minor- Europe in WW 11.
ity that owns 45% of the land, then it
would be a mistake to call this violence
Surely, in the future there must be a
purely destructive.
better role for our country than this.
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Gondalf and the invasion force (?)
suzy creamcheese, where have you gone ?

ONE'S A MEAL
BROOKS SYSTEM SANDWICH SHOPS
FINE FOODS FOR EVERYONE
2520 Amherst
9307 Stella Link
In The Village
Stella Link Center]
24 HOUR LOCATIONS AT
9047 South Main
4422 South Main I

1

ONE HOUR MARTINIZING

f

|

Our Clever Cleaners Clean Clothes Carefully

1

Discount for Rice Students

5

|
|

20% Off With ID Card
We Clean All Day Saturday

f
f

|
|
|

|

Lawrence Morningside Cleaners |
2400 Bolsover

JA 3-9112
I
Same Block as Village Post Office?
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"The times, they are a-changin'," and Rice
University has thus f a r failed to recognize it.
The university experience which is supposed to
be enlightening is in reality stifling. This becomes clear when one notices that the English
department offers not one—not one—course in
the appreciation of literature. Freshmen must
be able to read, write, and think critically, but
no attempt is made to enable them to react
appreciatively.
The two are not inseparable. This emphasis on
criticism ad infinitum is a manifestation of the
ardent professionalism rampant today. I quote
from an article written by one Rice student:
"The result of this process (the current curriculum plus the professionalism) is a selfpropogation of a decayed and decaying structure.

NOLEN'S
2529 University

In the Village Off Kirby

Jewelers For Houston Since 1918
Diamonds—Watches—Charms—Cameras
Tape Recorders—Watch and Jewelry Repairs
RICE DISCOUNT CARDS HONORED
Special Rice Jewelry
Open Thursday
In Stock and
Nights Till 8:30
Made To Order
JA 4-6545

Special University Tour
DISCOVER EUROPE BY CAR
Three weeks in Europe with lodging and car furnished Houston to Amsterdam and return.

$455*
Contact: Glen Polan, 6265 S. Main
524-3168 or 524-1136
*Per person, based on 2 person traveling together.
Use KLM's Pay Later plan 10 % down and take up to
24 months to pay the balance.

ATTENTION GRADUATES
HAVE YOUR SHEEPSKIN DIPLOMA
EXPERTLY FRAMED
by

WELLHAUSEN'S
Half Century In Houston
In The Village

2427 Rice Blvd.

Of late, there has been growing apprehension
about the undergraduate experience, its quality,
its purpose and its success or failure. Examples
of this fact are numerous: the recent proposal
for undergraduate refo'tm by a dozen professors;
the questionnaire distributed by the Committee
on the Undergraduate Experience; and the consideration by the Committee on Undergraduate
Curriculum of abolishing the ABC divisions. This
concern is well-founded.

JA2-5166

Mother Blues
THE UPTIGHT, OUT OF SIGHT,
SOUL-ROCK-RHYTHM & BLUES SHOWPLACE

''The old structure breeds a certain, perhaps
pathological, security—the feudal lord of the
old regime, the university professor (considered
singly or collectively), is secure in his detached
isolation, his ivory tower; he is beyond the reach
of popular, and thus, in his mind, vulgar opinion,
but he is also out of touch with life . . ."

black man through Rhythm and Blues, Rock 'n'
Roll, and the folk revival to its present state,
noting the influence of jazz, the arrival of a
McLuhanesque world, the electric revolution in
sound, and the political situation (for example,
Tuli Kuprerberg's idea "when the mode of the
music changes, the walls of the city fall down").
Output from students is encouraged, but is
dependent upon each student's time and motivation. (Note: Life 310 has no formal instructor
as such; the students themselves are expected
to organize and conduct the course.)
Life 311
Contemporary Music
Contemporary music will be picked upon as
it appears. Subjective participation will be stressed. Students are encouraged to attempt their own
compositions and to investigate new modes of
auditory expression. Probable topics for the academic year 1969-70 will be the rock opera (with
Peter Townscend as a prototype composer), the
emergence of the female songwriter-artist (Dorothy Moskowitz and Grace Slicks are obvious
prime examples), and studio—experimental rock.
Life 323
Mythology
Comparison and evaluation of the mythologies
of the worlds major religions modeled a f t e r Norman O. Brown's treatment of the Adam-E!ve-Eden
myth. Recognition of man's attempt to reconcile
himself with his reality, through isolation of
myths common to several cultures. Analysis of
the stage-reality analogy. Students are expected
to derive their own interpretations of a myth
they find relevant.

Life 326
Mythology of the American Indian
Similar to Life 323 with emphasis on depth
in one culture. The place of the drug experience
(mescalito) as described in "The Teachings of
"Out of touch with life" is the key phrase. ' Don Juan: A Yaqui Way of Knowledge," by
The old regime is incapable of recognizing that
Carlos Castaneda.
today's student wants an undergraduate experiLife 338
Appreciation of Art
ence which will help him assimilate all that
A new theory of aesthetics based on the greater
world out there, one which will bring him closer
levels of awareness, gained by the drug experito life, rather than take him away.
ence. Before and a f t e r comparison test.
The solution is a Department of Life. The
Life 347
Psychology of the Mystic Experience
idea was fostered by the extraordinary success
Analysis of Aldous Huxley's value theory of
of Hanszen 372b (alias, the Rock Music course),
consciousness, the drug experience, and "High
which will continue at Life 311 (see course dePriest," by Dr. Timothy Leary. Comparison of
scriptions, below). The primary difference bethe various drug experiences available to the
tween the current curriculum and the DepartWest, from a psychological point of view (given
ment of Life is that work in the latter is done in conjunction with Life 347 and 356).
by motivation rather than because of requireLife 349
Psychology
ment. A student gets from a course what he
Clinical investigation of the drug experience
wants to get from it, not what a professor wants
based on modifications of the methods used in
him to get.
Masters and Johnson's "Human Sexual ReThus the organization of the Department of
sponse." A f t e r the investigations are completed,
Life. This will begin as soon as the Board of
a report will be published. Laboratory "participaTrustees thinks fit to allocate the $200 thousand
tion required.
necessary for its implementation (we are waitLife 356
Perception
ing).
Scientific aspects of intensified perception,
To satisfy the requirements for a major in
especially in the areas of color perception, of
Life, one need only convince the head ( ? ) of
visual phenomena including optical maya, of
the department that he has not yet sold out.
smell and taste, and of auditory experience.
A student who majors in Life may take as many
Twelve hours of laboratory work per week.
or as few departmental courses as he wishes. He
Laboratory fee required.
is, however, advised to take enough Life courses
Life 372
Eros
that he can circumvent other university courses
Extensive reading concerning Love, especially
and the hassles they pi'esent. All courses are two
as described in "Life Against Death." Proper
semesters long and may be repeated for credit
safeguards for investigation. Sensual awareness.
five times. The courses in the Department of
Methods of coping with the reality-principle
Life have been designed to satisfy present uniincluding the experience of art, the Dionysian
versity requirements. For example, Life 349 and
freakout ethic, and cellular and social inter356 satisfy the requirements f o r a lab science;
course. Care will be taken to develop the abiliLife 360, 372, and 410 are "B" electives; others
ties necessary for coping.
are "A" electives. Since the Department of Life
Life 410
Societal Normality
does not itself fit into an A, B, or C category, it
The parabolic theory of abnormality (the
can determine its own language requirements.
genius-idiot distinction). Survival of the indiviThis decision is left to the student.
dual in a collective environment.
Life 425
Agression
Life 300
Appreciation of Literature
Students will not formally enroll in Life 425;
An examination of ancient and modern classics
it will be open to all students who have accumuwith emphasis on a subjective interpretation
lated agression by repeated hassles with authority
rather than critical analysis. Students are enfigures. The purpose of Life 410 is to provide
couraged to cut class unless they are having
a viable sublimation of agression. The methods
serious difficulty grooving on the reading. A
used will be violent auditory experience, self
typical reading list might include works by
righteous criticism, and association with beautiBoehme, poetry by Milton and Blake, "The Tiful people.
betan Book of the Dead," "Love's Body," the
Life 472
Nature
"Kama Sutra," "The Electric Kool-Aid Acid
Analysis of the concepts of Tao, Thoreau's
Test."
return to Nature a t Walden Pond, the non-urban
Life 310
History of Music commune (including communal projects in genHistorical development of contemporary rock
eral) and the concept of the All-One.
music, tracing its lineage f r o m the blues of the
—an ironic put-on by Frodo

CURRENT ATTRACTION

THE PACESETTERS
•

Dancing

•
•

Flor Show
Beer, Setups, Wine

SHOWS AND DANCING NIGHTLY PROM 7 P.M.
809 Congress

Reservations, 227-4641
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JODIANA SECRETARIAL SERVICE

Harold's Garage

Professional Typing of Theses
and Themes At Reasonable Prices

HENRY J. ENGEL, Owner

Carbon Copies—Multilith

yfc Automatic Transmissions
Paint & Body Shop
•"jjf Air Conditioning
Wrecker Service

2411 Times Blvd. In The Village
Diana Stidman—JA 8-0669

2431 Dunstan

JT 8-5323

-".. •»;. • -
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CONGRATULATIONS
SENIORS
Compliments
Pappagallo

K & R Reproductions

2800 Kirby Drive

2040 Dunstan

Fisher Construction Company

The Green Parrot

The Hotel Plaza

Sol R. Kobb

Gossett Demolishing Company

Raymond D. Reynolds

Ellis Rudy '51

•.*

Of

Butler Paper Company
Aubrey Calvin, Ins.
Class of '30

Mercantile Security Life's
College Estate Plan
T. N. Reckling

Alamo Linen Service
St. Paul's Methodist Church
Benjamin Franklin Savings
Bokay Shop
The Houston Chronicle
Aaron Lee Enco Products
Zeplin Garage

2406 Rice Blvd.

iate Cleaners
The Roman
Hair Designs for men

1969
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ATTENTION POOL PLAYERS

£ CHE
America's Finest Billiard Clubs
No Other Memberships Necessary
"In The Village"—2438 Rice Blvd.
LOCATED ABOVE THE
LeCUE-BRUNSWICK SHOWROOM
OPEN 8:00 AM—2:00 AM DAILY
12 NOON to MIDNIGHT SUNDAY
Downtown—1104 Rusk at Fannin
25 Tables—Open 24 Hours, 7 Days a Week

'

ft.

In the exhibition, a restrained, . ular stress upon the work's inclassical aspect of Smith's work teraction with its surroundings.
Fine Arts Staff
Lately Rice has been invaded is seen in the sculpture in front Being a practicing architect as
by a series of ominous black of Allen Center, "The Elevens well as an artist, Smith is acmonuments. These are in fact Are Up" (1963). Two walls tually aware that the monusculptures by Tony Smith, who rise from the ground, each eight mentality of the works will
in the past two years has be- feet square and separated by compete with any structures
come a prominent figure in a distance which forms a cube nearby in a clash that is as imAmerican art. He is represented of the entire work. While the portant as the actual piece ithere by six large works, on walls themselves are impene- self.
view for a limited time through trable and forbidding, there is
A particularly good example
the courtesy of the Museum of also the space captured between of this clash is shown by placModern Art in New York and them as an integral part of the ing the sculpture "Marriage"
the efforts of the newly formed work, space which is felt by (1965) beside Alexander CalRice Institute for the Arts. walking around and between der's masterful work "The
These enormous pieces are ply- the walls.
Crab." The conflict which ariswood mock-ups (commissioned
Startling array
es between the doorway in
especially for this tour) of ac"Spitball" (1966), the black Smith's sculpture with its sextual sculptures > either already tangle in front of the Chemis- ual implications, and drastic
executed in steel or tentatively try Building, incorporates the proximity of the crab reduces
being built.
dynamic twisting as well as the the stately red sclupture to a
implicit illegality of its title. joke. With opposite results, the
The sculpture is actually firm- anguished "The Snake Is Out"
ly based on geometric arrange- (1962) flings fantastically anment of surfaces, providing a gled surfaces skyward, transstartling array of views as the forming an otherwise very bare
spectator walks around it.
area into an exciting experience.
AUTHENTIC
ENGLISH
In these sculptures as well as
Of course, the main reason
the other four (in front of Ham- for bringing these sculptures to
man Hall) Smith places partic- Rice and setting them near the

tonitontoftmi;
H0UST0NS

FIRST

TRULY

F I S H N CHIPS

..SHOPPE..
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
2531 UNIVERSITY
523 - 2 282
NOW OPEN ON SUNDAY

Typing: Term papers, theses.;
Experienced typist with de-i
gree in English. Electric;
typewriter. 771-4425.

heavily traveled routes is to involve the student in art outside
the confines of the exhibition
hall. Take this rare opportunity
to view great twentieth century
art firsthand and inspect the
exhibit for yourself.

Graduating ?
&

Thats something to owl" about
Take one and think about Rice sometime....
A . Aztec owl $17.00 B. Welded metal owl $17.00 C . Picasso owl $30.00 D. Wood carved owl $3.00
E. Wire owl $7.00 F. Cute owl $6.00 G . Hindu squatting owl $1.50 H. Bronze owls $21.00 I. Horned owl $2.50.

I RISE .CAMPUS STORE!
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By LEE CAGLEY

YOUR RICE I.D. IS NOW YOUR
MEMBERSHIP CARD
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Gray gridiron hopes aren't so blue
By DAVID NORM AN
Displaying the zest of the Hanszen Beer
Squad, the teamwork of the Will Rice Chorus,
and the entertaining potential of Ray Coker's
Orchestra, Rice's spring football roundup blended casually into Rondelet Weekend last Saturday with its Blue-Gray rendition of intrasquad
contest. But the symbolic overtones of this annual presentation, decided this year to the tune
of 27-0 in favor of the Blues, were not so casual
to that ever-dwindling group of true Owl football fans who deigned attend.
Of course there were those present who regarded the game as Ricg's tenth loss in a row.
They pointed out the erratic tempo, with long
scoring plays by a defensive back and a punt
returner. They said that a twenty-seven point
spread between teams divided up on a supposedly
equal basis was ridiculous.
But the hard core of Rice support viewed the
game differently. They saw a Rice win on the
scoreboard, ending that 1968 drought and kicking
1969 off in a new perspective. They talked about
freshman potential that was assuming effectiveness; they noted their favorite names of the
past two years which lent experience to the
lineup. And they calculated an ' even greater
balance of talent with the return of several
absent lettermen come September.
There were two main problems facing the Rice
coaching staff this spring. The first was to
develop the quarterbacks and tailbacks on offense into a backfield with dual striking power.
The second was to revamp the defensive secondary in accordance with the Owls' revision of
defensive strategy. Progress in both directions
was seen in Saturday's contest.
At quarterback the prospects included sophomore Dennis Alexander, heir apparent due to
his passing in last year's dreary denouement, and
freshmen Stahle Vincent, Jimmy Davis, Phillip
Wood, and Mike Kramer. Alexander missed most
of the workout action because of an elbow operation, and saw duty Saturday only in the
defensive backfield. Each of the freshmen got
his chance to perform, and each performed well
during the workouts, but the post-game accolades
last weekend were garnered by Vincent.
Living up to expectation, he gained 87 yards
rushing, but his unexpected accuracy passing

brought 147 yards and easy victory to the Blues,
and the smile of early 1967 to Bo Hagan's
countenance. Hagan has foreseen even f u r t h e r
improvement in Vincent's passing for next season, so whether he or Alexander assumes eventual command Rice should finally take advantage of returning receivers Larry Davis, Jack
Faubian, Dickie Phillips, and Sam Reed.
A balance of offensive power was looked for
in the rushing return of starters Tony Conley
and Macon Hughes, together with the first two
tailbacks from the spring of 1968. Larry Caldwell and Charles Blackburn, who did not play
last year. Conley and Hughes sat out the spring
with injuries, and freshmen Cliff Crabtree and
Make Spruill came on to fill the void. In the
showdown Saturday these two newcomers were
the most impressive ballcarriers, with respective
totals of 83 and 44 yards. Sophomore tailback
and freshman fullbacks John Swords and Kim
Malone made the task of settling his offense a
pleasant one.
In keeping with college football's present passing trend, the Owls switched from their traditional wide-tackle six alignment on defense to
a four man front this spring. This frees a fourth
man for the secondary, and Joe Henderson,
Randy Jinks, Tommy Alexander, Bucky Allshouse,
David Keys, and Ronnie Sollock were expected to
provide experience. The Owls also looked for
Mike Tyler, Bill Latourette, and Gilbert King
to provide some depth. In the intrasquad contest
the opposing secondaries each played well, but
Latourette also punted for a respectable average,
and King returned the favor by running back
one of his long spirals 83 yards for a touchdown.
Improvements" in these ci'itical areas point
optimistically toward a better football season in
1969. But perhaps the most refreshing bits of information are the reports of squad enthusiasm
that filtered out during spring training, adding
an average 31 pounds per man in bench-press
efficiency to an increased overall speed. And the
hitting on the practice field and in the BlueGray game is an optimistic way to rationalize
all the injuries the Owls have had to plan around.
If these injuries mend, if the enthusiasm endures, if the freshmen continue to improve, if
the returnees live up to expectation . . . well,
we're waiting 'til next year.
<>

Owl hooters post even record, look
toward next season with new hopes
By JON PENDERGRASS
One of the sports which receives less attention than it deserves at Rice is soccer. Three
years ago it was an obscure,
foreign-dominated, and unfortunately, losing club pastime.
Since then, American players
have learned the game and added their competitive zest and
talent.
On the Rice soccer roster with
names like Ziedler and Castillo
you can now find Bearden,
Rainey, and Milner. Players
such as these have pulled themselves up by their bootstraps
and now Rice has a dedicated,
talented, and exciting team.
For the first time Rice has an
interested and qualified soccer
coach; we have new uniforms,
and we have the pride of professionals. Now we are in the class
of the best non-professional
teams in Houston, and we test
our skills against teams like the
Memorial P a r k Astecas, instead
of the Shine-a-Day Nursery
School, or the St. Luke's Muscular Dystrophy Rehabilitation

Team.
The backbone of any team is
its coach. Recently Rice has acquired Jurgen Furst, a German.
Playing since the age of five,Jurgen played at 19 for the
North Germem'National Champions. He arrived in the U.S. in
1953, and has maintained his interest in soccer ever since. He
both plays and coaches superbly. Taking a real interest in
the individuals and the team, he
is a man whom the players can
respect, and he has a way of
bringing out in an athlete more
than he thinks he can give.
The 1968 Rice Soccer team
compiled a 6-6-2 record against
L.S.U., Tulane, University of
New Mexico, St. Mary's, and
U. of H.—some of the top competition in the south. New players are welcomed and encouraged constantly; the regulars
build and learn every practice.
This team will be a winner
in 1969. A winning tradition and
the school support t h a t the team
deserves will make soccer a
sport to watch in the fall.

- Bernard Gold Dispensing Optician

Close to the Heart
of the Campus!

In Bellaire - 5105 Bellafre

VENETIAN VILLAGE

j NEAR LIVINGSTON DAM.
1 50 wooded acres. Will divide.
I C. R. Mattei Realty.
!

JA 4-4919—CA 7-1515

Lasagna—Pizza—Ravioli
Real Italian Food
10% OFF with RICE ID
Frank Laratta—RI 8-9779
7029 Fannin St.

i

8ASKII-R0BBINS ( M ) FLAVORS OF TBE MONTH
€>
CHOCOLATE
ALMOND

GERMAN
CHOCOLATE
CAKE

FRESH
BANANA

BURGUNDY
CHERRY

BUTTER
PECAN

ROCKY ROAD

PEPPERMINT

BLACK
WALNUT

CHOCOLATE

ENGLISH
TOFFEE

COCONUT
A
ALMOND FUDGE

CREME
DE MENTHE

FRENCH
VANILLA

PUMPKIN

ALMOND

*

JAMOCA
(FRESH COFFEE)

CHOCOLATE

FUDGE

ORANGE
MARMALADE

FRESH
1XRANBERRY
SHERBET

...and

FRESH
COCONUT

PEANUT BUTTER
IJ JELLY

PISTACHIO
ALMOND

CHOCOLATE
CHIP

CHRISTMAS
CANDY

FRESH
RASPBERRY
SHERBET

APRICOT
ORANGE
ICE

BANANA
DAIQUIRI
ICE

BLUEBERRY
CHEESECAKE

FUDGE

JAMOCA

RED APPLE
JACK ICE

of course, Chocolate,

Strawberry,

CHAMPAGNE
GRAPE
ICE

and Vanilla!

•*1968 BASKIN ROBBINS. INC

BASKIN-ROBBINS
ICE C R E A M S T O R E S
All 31 Flavors Hand Packed! O v t r 6 0 0 S l o r t t Coait-te-Coast

5310 W e s t B e l l f o r t
723-7831
12740 M e m o r i a l
H O S-9S54
2106 S t r a w b e r r y
(Pasadena)
G R 2-9220
5408 Bellaire Blvd
MO 5-9497
3266 W e s f h e i m e r
J A 8-8711
7415 B e l l f o r t
M I 9-9208
200 A l e x a n d e r , B a y t o w n 427-9735
1051 N . A . S . A . Rd. 1
H U 8-9936
(Clear L a k e City)
5656 W e s t h e i m e r
622-9393
5828 So. P a r k Blvd
649-9356

•
•
•
•

2902
4018
2431
8721

S. Richey
946-9742
Bissonnet
MO 5-9180
University
J A S-S542
S t e l l a L i n k Road MO 5-9395

•

1634 G e s s n e r

•
•
•
•

6755 B i s s o n n e t
P R 4-8123
4412 W e s t F u q u a
I D 3-9131
2768 W e s t T. C. J e s t e r O V 2-9308
2802 P a l m e r H w y
W I 8-8063
( T e x a s City)

• 1011 Edcrebrook

H O S-9974

916-9847

In the Village - 2519 University

THE VILLA TEASE
Wild, Weird, and Different
Houston's Only Mod Topless Spot
2506 Tangley—Just Off Kirby
In The Village
Rice Students Are Always Welcome
Open 7 Days A Week From 12 Noon Until—

Hypo-Allergenic Cosmetics
Created Especially For The Contact Lens Wearer
Independent
Serving Houston Since 1952
Prescriptions, Repairs, Replacements
Eyewear & Contact Lenses
Fellow In
International Academy of Opticianry
American Board of Opticianry
2525 Times Blvd.
JA 4-3676

Beer—Wine—Ale—Champagne—Set Ups
Special Beer Prices
For Rice Students

"In The Village"
lir-*
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SOUTH TEXAS
VENDORS
4529 Harrisburg
"Serving the Rice Campus with
Automatic Vending Machines"

SUMMER JOBS
WE HAVE A SPECIAL JOB FOR YOU!

National Agency of
Student Employment
P. 0. Box 52492
New Orleans, Louisiana 70150
Cash •
.Check •
Money Order •
GENTLEMEN: Please Send 1969 Summer Job Directories
Checked Below
•
•
•

•

VACATION RESORT JOBS
$3.00
Work with students at America's finest Resorts.
FOREIGN JOBS
,
,
$3.00
Gain valuable experience abroad with pay.
CAREER TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
$3.00
Start your career working with America's best companies.

SPECIAL OFFER—Our latest bulletin which
contains all three job fields plus a special job
assignment for you. Please state interest and
desired location
$4.00

A PROJECT TO DOCUMENT
THE RECENT RICE CRISIS
a call for help to Rice Students and Faculty
The recent crisis over the Presidential appointment at Rice
is being documented for future benefit of scholars studying
institutional histoiy and the history of academic social change.
Your help is needed. Did you keep a diary, take photographs,
or write or receive pertinent letters ? If so, the University
Archives would like to have them. Tape recorded interviews will be conducted with persons representing all points of view. Can you make a significant contribution by interview?
Donors may impose restriction upon access to diaries, letters,
or interviews, which will be guaranteed by the University
Archives. All recorded interviews will be closed for a minimum
of two years.
To give diaries, letters, photographs, and the like, call
Richard H. Lytle
Elxt. 304
9-12 and 1-4
To volunteer for an interview, write
Richard H. Lytle
University Archives
Fondren Library •
Funded by the Center for Research in Social Change and
Economic Development. Directed by Professors Joseph Cooper,
Harold Hyman, and Richard H. Lytle, University Archivist.

threshlng-it-i
Theodore 'ashamed' by the reaction from dowitown
To the Editor:
By 1970, when I graduate, my
parents will have wrung out
$10,000 for my diploma from
Rice. A reasonable price, I am
told, for an institution of "national and international reputation/' high standards and
prestige.
But this year, a bunch of rednecks downtown have suddenly
wakened up to the fact that the
times they are changing and
they have panicked. Their ignorance of the times, their irrational fear of the changes it demands, and their subsequent
action have turned this institution into a mockery. Degenerates and commies in their
school, they cried, "weed 'em out,
to hell with academic freedom
and change. Look what happened at Berkeley.
Their tactics h a v e been
heavy-handed in their war on
1969 and the turned-on generation (hey folks, turned on isn't
always drugs, it can be turned
on to freedom, electrical engineering, or your girlfriend,
dig?). The Masterson thing,
whooooeeee, BIG mistake. Even
the conservative students turned out (on?) for that one. Intelligent people don't make the
same mistake twice, but our
f r i e n d s , downtown panicked
again when it looked like Charlie Freeman was going to get
back in. Not going to make
that mistake twice: call up Vandiver. Outrage. Student rally.
But this time, it's someone
else's rights and not theirs, and
not so many people turned out.
So, Vandiver skulked off to
his ranch, refusing to meet with
the Student Senate. And Masterson snuck off to Tennessee,
"to let thing's cool down," and
cooled himself right of a job.

Regrettable. A mistake. But nobody seems to learn from them.
Last week, after an inflamatory speech by the right-wing's
answer to Mark Rudd, Rice
alums verbally attacked and
harrassed a Rice girl handing
out very respectable literature
for the very respectable and
duly elected Student Senate.
Meanwhile, the good little
boys and girls are practicing
for the Rondelet Songfest. Why
can't they all be like that. Or,
better still, just stay in their
rooms and study. That's wh^t
they're here for. We'll take care
of the swinging pendulum of
social change and force it right
back (right). So say they downtown.
And I am ashamed. Ashamed

Vandiver receives praise for ban
of regional SDS meeting at Rice
(The following letter, was sent last Thursday to acting president Vandiver.
Separate copies were addressed to District Judge Woodrow Seals and Turque
Tomlinson, Rice SDS member. Mr. Biscamp is executive sales director for
Franklin Life Insurance Co.. Beaumont.—Ed.)

Dear Mr. Vandiver:
I commend you for rejecting
a request by the Students for
a Democratic Society as, in my
opinion, this is a group of unruly students, blaming all of
their troubles or inefficiencies
upon someone else instead of
going to work and making a
place in society worthwhile for
themselves.
I have a 15-year old son and
I hope some day that he will
have the privilege of attending
Rice, provided he wishes to do
so. However, if he should be so
fortunate, you can be assured
that he will not come over with
a mustache or beard which you
can expect to be almost uniform
within this group.

Stokes raps Development Office
To the Editor:
As a newcomer to Rice I am
probably not as clear as I
should be on the relationship
among the various administrative organs of the University,
but I must say I was surprised
at the role the Development
Office seemed to play in the
events of last week. In both
the Charlie Freeman case and
the SDS case it seems to me
that this office acted irresponsibly. In the first instance it
apparently released the compromise about Mr. Freeman before he was even informed of
it, let alone agreed to it, and in
the second case released acting president Vandiver's lengthy
statement on the SDS "prematurely."
Certainly an office that is
organized in part to exploit the"
powei" of the press for the benefit of the University is not
unaware of the enormous effect
the premature release of information can have on fast
moving events. If the Development Office did release these
statements i n n o c e n t l y , or
t h r o u g h misunderstandings,
then it is incompetent. It is

moi*e likely, however, either
that it was instructed to do so,
or that it did so for its own
reasons and on its own initiative. According to acting president Vandiver's statements in
last week's Thresher it does not
appear that he instructed the
Development Office to release
the statement on the SDS when
it did.
The point is that there is an
agency here that is working
not toward opening channels of
communication, but to closing
them. By prematurely releasing
information that preempted the
field of discussion, the Development Office rigidified the positions of all the parties involved.
The SA has charged acting
president Vandiver with "apparent lack of faith and trust
in the student governing organization." If the ill-timed release
of information and statements
last week had anything to do
with that charge by the SA, I
suggest that the blame* be
placed squarely where it belongs—on the Development Office.
GALE STOKES
Dept. of History

TUXEDO HOUSE
COMPLETE OUTFITS TO RICE STUDENTS
$11.00
Brocades and Blacks—Includes All Accessories
O

5511 Bissonnet
1/2 Block West of Chimney Rock
MO 8-97^7
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of Rice. Ashamed of the Trustees. The President. The Alumni. The Students. But, by God,
next year I'm getting that diploma, because it all comes
down to the same thing in the
end, doesn't it? Money.
The uproar several years ago
(the good old days) was "Rice
is Dead." Now, dear friends,
Rice is beginning to smell, and
I hope we can all get our money's worth and get out before
Rice, Rice's prestige, and Rice's
honor are destroyed by ignorance, greed, and hate.
And on the wind, the sweet
strains of clean young men and
women's voices: "All for Rice's
honor . . . "
DEBORAH THEODORE
Brown '70

Mi*

n*

I was saddened by the recent
ruling of Judge Woodrow Seals
to the effect that students have
the right to publish off-campus
anti-administration newspapers.
There are many students at
Rice as well as at other universities in America who have
gone there for the purpose of
getting an education and they
shouldn't have further interruption from a group of rabblerousers.
These misfits in colleges are
setting an example which is
spreading to the high schools as
was the case in Sharpstown;
however, I didn't see how Judge
Woodrow Seals can expect the
principals of Sharpstown to
teach pupils without the proper
discipline and respect.
E. E. BISCAMP

Times
Barber Shop
Haircuts—$1.75
with student ID
2434 Times — JA 8-9440
GRAD STUDENTS
See us before you
start your
THESIS
K & R REPRODUCTIONS
2400 Dunstan — JA 3-3436

Part Time Help
Needed
Phone
BEN DANIELS
-664-1434—

NEW
and
USED
TYPEWRITERS
Electrical and Mechanical
Adding and Calculating
* Machines
I Sales
f Rental
Purchase
Service
9 Repairs On
Rentals
All Makes
DROMGOOLE'S
In the Village
TYPEWRITER SHOP, INC.
New Location—Free Parking
Yen Can Pay More
Elsewhere... Rat Wkir?
JA C-4951
2515 Riee Bird.

?|

to all concerned

; TEACHEI& WAMJSD

( E d i t o r ' s n o t e : " T o All C o n c e r n e d " will b e a r e g u l a r c o l u m n i n t h e T h r e s h e r n e x t y e a r . T h e s t a f f is seeking o t h e r s
w i t h ideas f o r r e g u l a r f e a t u r e d columns. A p p l y to t h e e d i t o r - i n - c k i e f . )

Of late it often seems that between the SDS,
the TRG's in Brown College, and the administration there is precious little room for the decent
student. Possibly, just maybe, the administration
learned how to conduct itself this time. The administrators at this university definitely lack
training in trust, tact, and diplomacy. Power
heavy-handedly used gathers little sympathy except from those few members of this community
left over from the Mussolini era.
The decision on The Freeman Case seems a
reasonable compromise, but how painful it was
to achieve! A man simply ought not to flatly
state that he has made an irrevocable decision
unless he has bountiful justification for his righteousness. This sort of shoddy behavior, especially
when the decision is in fact reconsidered, has no
place in an academic community. Neither the
faculty nor the student body is as stupid as cer-.
tain people must believe them to be. It might be
considered just once that the great majority of

threshing-it-out

students on this campus are not radicals. It is
necessary to lead those few "revolutionaries"
with visions of grandeur around by the ear, but
more consideration should be shown those who
have demonstrated that they are worthy of
respect.
Everyone did his share of the fumbling. The
SA Senate showed its competence and organization when it issued those untimely and unnecessary statements devoid of any content. Congratulations to the "representatives" of the student
body.
The whole course of events seems so cynically
humorous. The issues have been resolved to most
everyone's satisfaction. It is just that the doubt
remaining, like some terrible aftertaste, will
linger on through the summer months and reappear next year. Whoever has the "firm hand
on the tiller" at that time hopefully will have
learned something from this year's events.
—EDWARD R. DYKES

ALL REG
$6.98

Q ITDAftf
0"
nAll\

4TRACK
CASSETTE

14.98
"ifft

"OVER 5000 AT DISCOUNT PRICE"

CAR RADIO & TAPE CENTER
2610 BISSONNET at KIRBY
JA 8-7277
"OPEN SAT. 9:30 to 3:30"
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Long says ROTC and the university are compatible
that there are not problems or versity standard of difficulty).
inequities here, but our legal The claim is made that this
and moral traditions at least work is external to a universimake these inequities soluble ty's true functions. This is false.
within the outlines of existing Should a university provide education for the sake of educasocial order.
Does ROTC really create a tion (cultural enrichment) ? If
privileged class? The military, it does that, then it becomes an
in drawing its officers from institution of privilege, which I
among those best-educated, is don't believe is a reasonable
only attempting to obtain those goal.
best qualified to make the deA reasonable goal for the unicisions and carry the responsi- versity is to provide education
bilities necessary to the func- so that human society can carry
tion of the military. Privilege, on its development without dupwhere it exists, has its roots lication. This is the very basis
deeper in our society. It is in of the 'learning process. A unigeneral harder for a poor per- versity must provide, therefore,
son to get a college education some of the skills necessary for
than for a fairly well-off person. the effective functioning of the
It is at the level of equal op- society. The skills it most effecportunity on the basis of ability tively provides are those in the
that the attack on our unwar- fields of academic research,
ranted privilege should be made. technological development, and
Finally we come to the ques- social management. ROTC certion of academic freedom for ... tainly has a place in the latter
ROTC courses. If for no other field.
reason than as an incentive to
In the long run, every instiget people to join ROTC, it tution evolves, and this will
seems reasonable to offer cred- certainly happen to the universiit. Again, I believe that the ex- ty and to the military-indusistence of the citizen-soldier is trial complex. The key thing to
important to the foundations of remember is that to protect
our governmental power struc- these ideals we cherish most—
ture, and that any alternative individual liberty and equality
to ROTC which may be pro- under the law—qpr social order
posed should include this citi- must maintain a balance of
zen base.
power. Destruction of social orThe argument is made that der is a tremendous waste in
the courses are too easy; there addition to the misery it causes,
but peaceful change can be benare several ways to correct for
eficial to everyone. Before
inequities that this may cause, ROTC is thrown out of universother than the elimination of ities, let serious thought be givROTC credit (e.g., require that en to reasonable alternatives.
it be carried as a sixth course,
RICHARD LONG
or that the work meet the uniWill Rice '69

MOUSE FOR RENT
North Dallas available late
May through early September,
3 bedroom 2 bath, den, playroom. $226.00 monthly plus
bills —A/C 214 FL 22394 or
RI 1 6774

DISCOUNT TAPES
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To the Editor:
I am in favor of having ROTC
courses on college campuses,
in particular on Rice's campus,
and I am further in favor of
undergraduate academic credit
being given for this work. Allow
me to defend my position.
The SDS claims that ROTC
graduates, as officers in the
U.S. military, are "tools" of the
military - industrial complex;
that ROTC, by its collegiate
nature, creates a "privileged"
class in our society; and that
by its nature as external to a
university's functions, ROTC
should not be allowed on college
campuses and at the very least
should not be given academic
credit.
There is little question as to
whether ROTC officers are tools
of the military-industrial complex. Every man is a tool of
the organization for which he
works. The real question is
whether in this case there is a
better alternative.
By and large, ROTC graduates are men who are not career or professional soldiers.
Whatever their reasons for
joining, their inclination is toward civilian life in the long run.
If ROTC were eliminated as a
source of officers for the military, we would be creating a
professional military class, an
alienated group, within our society.
Considering the vast technological power that any military
organization holds today, I consider any move isolating the
military from civilian life to be
extremely dangerous. We have
never had a military dictatorship in the United States, but
I don't believe that this automatically means "it can't happen here."
On the other hand, it doesn't
seem reasonable to condemn
out of hand the mixture of private industrial power and government military power that is
called the military-industrial
complex. I don't think there is
really much question as to
whether the United States needs
considerable military strength.
It is perhaps unfortunate that
we have to bear the burden of
being the world's champion of
individual rights, but it is a
fact that the United States is
the only nation with the necessary economic strength to carry
this burden.
There are not many nations
in the world which even make a
pretense at upholding individual liberty—our country is one
of those few. That is not to say

;

Southwest, Entire West and
Alaska
Southwest teachers Agency
1303 Central Ave., N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mex. 87106
—Free Registration—

Shoppers
Charge

Bank .
Americard

ENGINEERING GRADUATES
It's Decision Making Time!
Selection of your first job is an important step in beginning your career.
We represent many client companys
who are keenly intersted in hiring* fecent graduates to promote from within their organizations. Career positions
are available in all engineering disciplines with the FEE PAID by the employer. There is no obligation to you so
call or eome by to investigate the many
opportunities that are currently open
in Houston and the Southwest area.
Start Your Advancement Now

CAREER' CONSULTANTS, INC.
500 Jefferson Building, Suite 1017
CA 8-0031 •

FOR THE PROM
SPECIAL
TUX RENTALS FOR STUDENTS
• SPECIAL STYLES FOR STUDENTS

NEW SHELBYS

• SPECIAL TAILORING FOR STUDENTS
SPECIAL COLORS FOR STUDENTS• SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS

AT DEALER'S COST
Also Special Discounts on All New Fords
and Used Cars for Rice Students
Jim Anderson—622-1550
4410 Westheimer

FORMAL WEAR
CONTACTS

We Cater To Students

GLASSES

R®E OPTICAL CO.

Now

Convenient Locations

DISPENSING OPTICIANS
W e w e l c o m e t h e prescription
from your eye doctor
Phone 522-0485

2368 Rice Blvd.

SPRING
BRANCH
MEMORIAL
• '

DOWNTOWN

S O U T •H W E S T

606 Memorial City
Off G e s s n e r R<Ur i g t h n e x t door t o
American Savings
464-1603

2 Blocks E a s t
of Foley's
1111 S a n J a c i n t o
225-2126

S Blocks South of
Southwest F r w y
Take Weslayan
Exit
5514 W e s l a y a n
M o n t c l a i r Center
666-2249

GULF
F R E E• W A Y
E x i t 10
N e x t Door t o Big
Bonus Stamp
Redemption Ctr.
7432 Gulf F r w y .
644-3683
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DeBremaecker queries policy
To the Editor:
Acting President Vandiver's
statement has greatly "injured
Rice's honorable tradition to
seek truth." It is not true that
there was an established policy
on meetings, unless it was held
"in pectore" by successive Presidents. His last sentence is a
condemnation of much scientific
enquiry: "Do not destroy a
wrong theory; you have only
the freedom to build a new
one." It also condemns the Declaration of Independence, which
(horresco referens) "destroyed"
a relationship with England and
did not propose a constitution.
It so happens that I am unconvinced that a student organization lias an inherent right
to hold regional meetings on a
campus. But the reasons given
are so damaging to the University that 1 must speak up to
preserve my self respect.
I also believe that the time
will come when some interested
party will wonder whether the
Trustees are exerting themselves to obtain state support,
e.g. how many speeches in favor

of the Nabers proposal of $300
of support per student. Or
whether the endowment has
produced as much and growth
as can reasonably be expected.
When this question is seriously
asked, there will be no choice
but to open the books to a lawyer. BiQjfevould it not be better
to publish a detailed financial
statement, just like, say TIAACREF, and let everybody
judge?
One day too, the vast differences between the 1966 Statement on Government of Universities (adopted by the Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges, the ACE
52, 375-379, 1966) and the Rice
practices will be noted. They
will not, I daresay, reflect credit on Rice.
And, one day, somebody will
question an action of the Trustees which he believes is damaging the University. Then it
will be up to the Trustees to
convince a jury that they need
and the AAUP, see AAUP Bull.,
not have faculty members (or
students) on the Board, or even

notes and notices k
Rice Flight—Due to a cancellation, there is now an opening in the 1969 Rice Flight to
Europe, June 17-August 19. Full
payment of $280 will be due.
Contact Mary Aanstoos, Jones
North, 522-2538.

• •

*

SDS—The SDS will hold their
final meeting of the spring this
Sunday at 2 pm in Anderson
107. Plans for the summer and
fall will be discussed. '
*

*

McMurtry—Rice English professor Larry McMurtry, author
of "Horsemen Pass By" (which
was filmed as "Hud"), "The
Last Picture Show" and other
works, will speak as a part of
the University Festival at U.
of H., Friday, 8:00, Dallas
Room of the University Center,
free.

*

YR's—Newly elected officers
of the Rice Young Republicans
are Jack Brannon, president;
John Hays, vice-president; John
Berzon, second vice-president;
Karen Godfrey, secretary; and
John Hansen, treasurer.
Checks Cashed for""
Rice Students

Aaron Lee
Enco Service
2361 Rice —
JA 8-0148!
Mechanic On Duty
I

EARN EXTRA MONEY
Donors 18-20 years old must
have parental permission.
iJfWWljWflUWHMWI

BLOOD BANK
OP HOUSTON

*

*

The
Experimental Underground
Flicks Are Shown
, at the

ALRAY
m

ENTERED AS
FIRST CLASS POSTAGE

OKRA PRESS
comes soon, before the frustrations of reformists turn them
into radicals, or drive them to
leave a stifling atmosphere.
I am not asking for the imposible. I am only asking for a
little foresight, imagination,
and idealism.
J. CI. De BREMAECKER
Geol. Dept. '

*1125 Autre?
Subscription $5-$ 10
Receive art/poetry folio
banned by U of H
Wanted:
Art, poetry, prose,
photos, ideas, experiments

B.M.O.C. SPECIALS
CLASS STRUGGLE?

B.M.O.C. Stereo System

Not with this little dude recorder—The 8100
will record lectures, music, etc.

2-Sheraton Walnut Speakers—Roberts 30
watt AM/FM Stereo Receiver
-Garrard 30 Stereo Changer with Cartridge

System List for

BMOC Price

Civilians Price

BMOC Price

$299.95

$ 1 5 9 . "

$39.95

$29.»»

Any 4 or 8 track

With This Ad

Tape 20% Off

Over 100,000 in Stock

*

Rondelet — Anne McLaurin
was crowned Rondelet Queen at
the - annual formal Saturday
night. Princesses were Penny
Johnson and Vicki Pearson.
Hanszen managed to win the
beer-bike race by not having a
wreck during the second lap
like everyone else and Brown
raced to a victory in the teatrike classic. The Will Rice
chorus copped top honors in the
songfest and Wiess College
garnered first in the noveltyacts with a film comedy starring Tom Bible.
Various other colleges placed
second ' and third under contested rulings by the judges.
:!: * *
Rally—The Rondelet Committee extends thanks to the Rally Club for its work in the
ei'ection of the stands for the
Beer-Bike Race.
V>A^AAAAAAA^SAAAAAA/WVVWVWVVVVV

2209 W. Holcombe
Call MO 7-6142
OPEN DAILY
7 am - 3:30 pm

take their advice, in order to
know what is best for Rice. But
would it not be much better to
take reasonable steps now, before it happens?
I am opposed to the radicals;
I believe in reform, in due process, and in the judicial process
for settling disputes between
parties. But I hope that reform

"1

Every Saturday Night
by the
New American Cinema
5006 Fulton

I

i

| MinitMan j
Car Wash f
America's Finest
Car Washing

311 • S m i t h
3727 W . K h . i m . r
8404 WinkUr D r i v . 8343 Lang Paint
7227 Fandrtn Rd.
6«00 S. Main
(Smith at Elgin) (E. af Highland Vil.) (Haward at Gulf Fwy.) (K-mort Plaia) (At Southwatt Fwy.) ( M a i n at Holcomba)
JA 6-3651
NA1-015)
M l 4-7371
HO 1-9646
771-5119
JA 6-4036

What's so special about
Beechwood Ageing?
We must be bragging too much about
let Budweiser ferment a second time.
Beechwood Ageing.
(Most brewers quit after one fermenBecause we're starting to get some
tation. We don't.)
flajc about it. Like, "Beechwood,
These beechwood strips offer extra
Beechwood . . . big deal." And " I f
surface area for tiny yeast particles
Beechwood Ageing is so hot,
to cling to, helping clarify
why don't you tell everythe beer. And since these
body what it is?"
strips are also porous, they
help absorb beer's natural
So we will.
"edge," giving Budweiser
First, it isn't big wooden
itfe finished taste. Or in other
casks that we age Budweiser
words, " a taste, a smoothin.
ness and a drinkability you
But it is a layer of thin
^udweisef
will find in no other beer at
wood strips from the beech
J lager beer ^
any price."
s
tree (what else?) laid down
Br
*wed and canned By
in a dense lattice on the
Ah yes, drinkability. Tbafs
bottom of our glass-lined
w h a t ' s so special about
and stainless steel lagering
Beechwood Ageing.
tanks. This is where we
But you know that.

Budweiser, is the King of Beers,

5001 S. MAIN
6900 HARMSBURQ
Now This Month

(But you know that.)
•n

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON • COLUMBUS

$1.75
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